The Heinkel He 111 was the only twin-engined plane used by the Luftwaffe as a bomber that soldiered on, basically unchanged, from the first day of World War Two through to VE Day. The versatile, inspired design was aircraft engineer Ernst Heinkel's response to the RLM requirement for a high speed medium bomber, upon which the German high command based much of its "Blitzkrieg", or lightning-war strategy. Their theory was that large numbers of fast, smaller bombers would create a far more effective attack than fewer, slow, heavier bombers. In the context of history, their plan worked. The Heinkels flew with devastating results in the Spanish Civil War and Poland, where it was actually faster than many opposing fighters. However, during the Battle of Britain, when faced with determined single engine fighters like the Spitfire and Hurricane, the lightly-armed and initially unescorted Heinkel formations suffered prohibitive losses.

The only alternative was to operate under the cover of darkness. Guided by radio beacons, the Luftwaffe began their "Night Blitz" early in 1941. Your Monogram kit replicates an He 111 H-4 of KG 55 "Griffin Squadron", including formidable 1000 kg bombs, with temporary blacking sprayed over formerly light blue undersides. Another veteran of the Battle of Britain was KOG 26 "Lion Squadron", which was relocated to Sicily in the spring of 1941, far away from the deadly RAF fighters. As if intending to prove the versatility of the He 111 design, this unit was refitted as an anti-shipping squadron, operating in the Mediterranean Sea during the African Campaign. An He 111 H-5, including twin, externally mounted torpedoes, is the second version of your Monogram kit.
Monogram Models has put forth every effort to create and manufacture the finest model kit available. If a part may be missing, please write to:

Monogram Model Kits
Consumer Service Department
301 North Third Avenue
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016

Be sure to include the kit number, part number, description, and your return address.

**1 COCKPIT ASSEMBLY**

**STEP 1**

- Control column: 49 bright gray
- Seat pedestal: 42 bright gray
- N humidity: 48 dark gray
- N linkage: 47 dark gray
- Rudder pedal: 49 dark gray
- Rudder control: 48 dark gray
- NAIW: 47 dark gray
- Weapons controls: 29 flat black
- Flat black
- Black panels with silver details
- Panel noir con detalles plateados
- Tableau de commande noir avec détails argent
- Seat back: 37 dark gray
- Bomber seat: 16 dark gray
- Brown
- Silver

**2 A COMPLETE GUIDE FOR PAINTING THIS AIRCRAFT APPEARS AT THE END OF THIS INSTRUCTION BOOKLET.**

- Flat black
- Noir teinte
- Negro apagado
- Plata

**STEPS**

- Brown
- Gris
- Marron
- Braun
- Gries
- Gris oscuro
- Dunkelgrau
- Gris claro
- Hellblau
- Color
- Negro oscuro
- Dunkelgrau
- Lichtblau
- Azul claro
- Hellblau
- Metallic
- Metalico
- Metallic

**DECAL**

- Décalcomanie (moue con agua)
- Décalcomanie (foulant dans l'eau)

**DON'T CEMENT**

- Ne pas coller
- Nicht kleben

**10**

**10**
7 LANDING GEAR ASSEMBLY

RIGHT SIDE

- Repeat for other side
- Repeter pour l'autre cote
- Reitase para el otro lado
- Fur die andere seite zu wiederholen

8 COMPLETED ASSEMBLY

RIGHT SIDE

- Spread apart landing gear doors so main gear will fit properly.
- Repeat for other side
- Repeter pour l'autre cote
- Reitase para el otro lado
- Fur die andere seite zu wiederholen

9 ENGINE ASSEMBLY

LEFT SIDE

- Repeat for other side
- Repeter pour l'autre cote
- Reitase para el otro lado
- Fur die andere seite zu wiederholen

10 COMPLETED ASSEMBLY

LEFT SIDE

- Frame is fuselage color
- Les monyants sont de la couleur du fuselage
- Armazon del color del fuselage
- Rahmen hat rumpffarbe

11 WING ASSEMBLY

LEFT SIDE

- Repeat for other side
- Repeter pour l'autre cote
- Reitase para el otro lado
- Fur die andere seite zu wiederholen

12 VENTRAL ASSEMBLY

- Frame is fuselage color
- Les monyants sont de la couleur du fuselage
- Armazon del color del fuselage
- Rahmen hat rumpffarbe
16 CANOPY ASSEMBLY

STEP

- Frame is fuselage color
- Les monyants sont de la couleur du fuselage
- Armazon del color del fuselaje
- Rahmen hat Rumpffarbe

17 FINAL ASSEMBLY

STEP

- Repeat for other side
- Repeter pour l'autre coté
- Reitase para el otro lado
- Fur die andere Seite zu wiederholen

18 DORSAL CANOPY

STEP

- Frame is fuselage color
- Les monyants sont de la couleur du fuselage
- Armazon del color del fuselaje
- Rahmen hat Rumpffarbe

19 STEP

- Remaining parts may be discarded
- Se defaire des pièces restantes
- Las piezas que sobren pueden descartarse
- Die übrig gebliebenen Teile werden nicht mehr benötigt
Heinkel He III H-4 of 8/JG 55 on night intruder mission "Fledermaus" operated from Deux, France, 1941 during the Battle of Britian.

NOTE: Camouflage pattern wraps around the leading edge of the wings.

RLM COLORS
- Matte Black
- Dark Green #71
- Black Green #70
NOTE: Camouflage pattern wraps around the leading edge of the wings.

RLM COLORS

Light Blue #65

Dark Green #71

Black Green #70